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Tephra layers in marine sediments are widely used to correlate and date

paleoclimate and paleoceanography records, and to determine

spatiotemporal changes in magmatic evolution and eruption frequency.

Dissolved matrix glass H2O contents of marine tephra could potentially

inform understanding of eruption processes but are rarely used due to the

issue of secondary hydration after deposition. Recent advancements in Fourier

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) volatile analysis have enabled

reconstruction of original water contents of hydrated volcanic glasses. These

new Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis methods offer a new way

to investigate tephra stored in marine sedimentary archives. We present a case

study of the Od-1 tephra layer in marine sedimentary core C9010E, drilled

~40 km south of the Boso peninsula in Japan. This tephra was erupted by the

shallow silicic submarineOomurodashi volcano in the northern Izu-Bonin arc at

~13.5 ka. Our Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy volatile data show it has

been affected by secondary hydration, with the extent of hydration controlled

by grain size and porosity characteristics. Numerical modelling of low

temperature hydration suggests Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

data offer an additional method for estimating eruption ages of marine

tephra. OH contents, unaltered by low temperature secondary hydration,

record low ambient eruptive pressures for all grain sizes and tephra types

i.e., blocky and dense or pumiceous. Consideration of hydrostatic pressure

gradients and past sea level at Oomurodashi shows that the majority of tephra

volatile data cannot be explained by quenchwithin a submarine eruption plume.

Instead, OH contents record quench fragmentation within the shallow

submarine edifice. Physical characteristics of the tephra are consistent with

the formation of these tephra by explosive phreatomagmatic eruption

processes. Together these OH data and tephra characteristics support the

interpretation that the Od-1 tephra layer was formed by the same shallow

phreatomagmatic eruption that formed the existing Oomuro Hole crater and

that produced subaerial tephra deposits on nearby Izu-Oshima and Toshima
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islands. This study demonstrates the crucial contribution that imaging Fourier

transform infrared spectroscopy analysis can make to the interpretation of

degassing and eruption processes of volcanic glasses, particularly vesicular

pyroclasts and/or glasses affected by secondary hydration, adding an important

new dimension to marine tephra research.

KEYWORDS

submarine volcano, tephra, FTIR volatile analysis, hydration, marine sediments,
phreatomagmatic eruption, H2O species, matrix glass

1 Introduction

Marine environments that experience continuous

sedimentation and little physical or biological disturbance of

seafloor sediments can create excellent archives of volcanic

tephra produced by both subaerial and submarine volcanoes.

In contrast to terrestrial environments, where continual erosion

and reworking of volcanic deposits can erase evidence of past

eruptions from the geological record, marine sedimentary

archives can preserve thin tephra beds associated with small

local eruptions or large but distal eruptions and even

cryptotephra layers where the concentration of grains is too

low to be seen by the naked eye (e.g., Ponomareva et al., 2015).

Volcanic tephra comprise juvenile and lithic material ranging in

size from extremely fine to coarse ash (<63 µm—2 mm; often

glass shards andmineral crystals) to lapilli (2–64 mm) and blocks

and bombs (>64 mm) (e.g., White and Houghton, 2006; Lowe,

2011). Marine tephra are characterized in a number of ways,

including major and trace element chemistry and isotopic

compositions of glass shards; heavy and light mineral

assemblages; refractive indices of glass shards and heavy

minerals; and morphology, color, and grain size of glass

shards and larger clasts. These features have been used to

identify distinctive widespread tephra of known eruption age,

usually created by Plinian or Ultra-Plinian eruptions of subaerial

volcanoes, that can be found in marine sedimentary cores

recovered from wide geographical areas (e.g., Machida, 1999;

Ikehara, 2015; Kimura et al., 2015). Such key marker tephra can

be used to provide age markers when creating age models of

submarine cores or correlating records from various sites (e.g.,

Aoki, 2008; Aoki, 2020; Candy et al., 2021); conversely, high

resolution dating of marine sediments via 14C or 18O isotopes of

calcite shells of marine organisms can be used to find

depositional ages of unknown tephra, thereby reconstructing

eruption records that are not preserved on land (e.g., di

Roberto et al., 2020; Kutterolf et al., 2021a).

While tephrochronology and tephrostratigraphy approaches

therefore make marine tephra integral to a range of

paleoenvironmental and paleoceanographic studies, they also

can be used to investigate volcanic processes in their own

right. Analysis of tephra from sedimentary cores taken across

a region can elucidate spatiotemporal changes in eruption

frequency and magma compositions (e.g., Kutterolf et al.,

2018; Kutterolf et al., 2021a; Kutterolf et al., 2021b).

Moreover, analysis of individual tephra beds can reveal

evidence for particular eruption processes. Even if magma

geochemistry is often (although not always) homogenous

through individual eruptions or sequences of eruptions,

physical characteristics of tephra such as vesicularity, size and

morphology of grains can, in conjunction with consideration of

transport and deposition processes, yield evidence for eruption

styles and magnitudes (e.g., Freundt et al., 2021). For example,

marine tephra deposits from the 1650 CE eruption of the

submarine Kolumbo volcano in Greece contain highly

vesicular grains and blocky equant grains, inferred to record

primary volatile degassing during the initial subaqueous phase of

the eruption and subsequent violent phreatomagmatic activity

creating subaerial plumes, respectively (Fuller et al., 2018).

Marine tephra also have the potential to record crucial

information about volcanic degassing processes in the

dissolved magmatic volatile contents of glass shards. Since

volatile solubility in magma varies with pressure and

temperature, the final matrix glass volatile contents of tephra

could record information about the quench of magma to glass,

through fragmentation and/or cooling. H2O is often the most

volumetrically abundant magmatic volatile (particularly for

silicic magmas like rhyolite) and exerts a key control on

magma viscosity, the diffusivities of other volatiles and the

dynamics of vesiculation and crystallization. However, original

eruptive H2O contents of marine tephra are susceptible to

overprinting due to hydration of glass by external water at

low temperature i.e., ‘secondary hydration’ (e.g., Bryant et al.,

2003; Helo et al., 2011; Kutterolf et al., 2014; Ikehara et al., 2017).

Recent developments in Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR) analysis now make it possible to analyze hydrated glasses

and reconstruct their primary H2O contents. Their application to

volatile analysis of hydrated pumice and lava deposits has opened

up a new frontier in the investigation of submarine eruptions,

which we propose in this paper can be extended to marine tephra

in general.

1.1 FTIR volatile analysis

Many of the existing methods for analyzing H2O contents of

glasses, such as secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS),
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hydrogen manometry, or thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), can

only quantify the total amount of H2O (H2Ot) in the glass. The

critical advantage of FTIR analysis is that it can also quantify the

two species of water that exist in magmas and glasses. These

species are molecular water (H2Om) and hydroxyl groups (OH).

Many years of experimental studies have quantified how the

proportions of H2Om and OH (i.e., ‘H2O speciation’) vary with

temperature, pressure, and H2Ot in different magma

compositions (e.g., Stolper, 1982a; Zhang, 1999; Zhang and

Ni, 2010); crucially, studies have also shown that these species

proportions become fixed when a sample cools through the glass

transition (Dingwell and Webb, 1990; Zhang et al., 1997). The

basis for reconstructing original H2O contents of hydrated

glasses is that low temperature hydration only adds H2Om,

while OH remains unchanged (McIntosh et al., 2017;

Figure 1). Accurate measurement of OH content by FTIR

combined with the H2O speciation relationships constrained

from lab experiments thus enables reconstruction of original

eruptive water contents of hydrated glasses.

The current breakthrough in the use of FTIR for analysis of

hydrated glasses is possible because of two key advancements. The

first is the use of imaging FTIR and synchrotron-source FTIR

analysis, which produce spectra with a spatial resolution of a few

microns, which enables analysis even of vesicular glasses like

pumice that cannot be easily prepared as the double polished

sample wafers of known thickness used in standard FTIR analysis

(e.g., Wysoczanski and Tani, 2006; Mitchell et al., 2018; Murch,

2018; McIntosh et al., 2022; Yeo et al., 2022). The second is the

species-dependent ε3500 molar absorptivity coefficient method of

McIntosh et al., 2017. IR molar absorptivity coefficients (ε) are
used in the Beer-Lambert equation that converts IR peak

absorbance into concentration (e.g., Stolper, 1982b). Although it

has long been known that the value of ε for the mid-IR H2Ot peak

(ε3500) varies with the proportions of H2Om and OH in the glass

(Newman et al., 1986; Okumura et al., 2003), the near-IR H2Om

and OH absorption peaks at 5,200 cm−1 and 4,500 cm−1—which

can confirm the proportions of H2Om and OH in the glass, and

thus the correct ε3500 value to use—are often too weak to be

detected in thin or H2Ot-poor matrix glasses. Instead, only the

mid-IR H2Ot and H2Om absorption peaks at 3,500 cm−1 and

1,630 cm−1 can be detected. With no independent way to know

howmuch OH is in the glass, previous studies of such glasses have

had to choose a fixed ε3500 value from the literature to calculate

H2Ot wt% from the 3,500 cm−1 H2Ot peak. H2Omwt% is calculated

from the 1,630 cm−1 H2Om peak, and then OH wt% could be

calculated as OH wt% = H2Ot wt% - H2Om wt% (known as ‘OH-

by-difference’). Unfortunately, in many glass compositions the

ε3500 value varies widely with speciation e.g., from 56 to

100 L mol−1 cm−1 for rhyolites with 100% H2Om or 100% OH,

respectively (Newman et al., 1986). This can lead to large

uncertainty on the H2Ot wt% value and therefore on the OH

wt% calculated as OH-by-difference, with many hydrated glasses

even appearing to have negative OH wt% values (McIntosh et al.,

2017). The species-dependent ε3500 method of McIntosh et al.

(2017) overcomes this issue by modifying the standard Beer-

Lambert equation to use paired ‘end-member’ ε3500 values for

the H2Ot peak (i.e., the ε3500 values assuming 100% H2Om or OH

in the glass), together with the known H2Om wt% constrained

from the 1,630 cm−1 H2Om peak. This modified equation makes it

possible to accurately calculate both H2Ot wt% and OHwt% using

only the mid-IRH2Ot and H2Om absorption peaks. This improved

accuracy in the OHwt%measurement is particularly crucial when

using OH wt% to reconstruct the original H2Ot wt% of hydrated

glasses. Together, these advancements have therefore

revolutionized the analysis of silicic submarine eruption

products, because silicic glass compositions are particularly

susceptible to secondary hydration (e.g. Bryant et al., 2003;

Giachetti and Gonnermann, 2013), and silicic submarine

eruptions often produce vesicular deposits such as pumice (e.g.

Kato, 1987; Kano, 2003).

With these new FTIR techniques, H2O speciation data from

recent eruptions whose deposits are too young to have been

affected by slow low temperature secondary hydration have

helped reveal primary eruption processes. For example, the

paradigm-shifting eruption of Havre volcano in the Kermadec

arc in 2012 showed unequivocally that a deep-sea (~900 m water

depth) eruption could produce floating pumice at the sea surface

(Carey et al., 2014; Carey et al., 2018). FTIR analysis of the raft

pumice and other highly vesicular seafloor pumice revealed that

clasts had cooled slowly during buoyant ascent within a

submarine plume, enabling continued degassing to shallow

pressures and subsequent syn-eruptive hydration during

cooling (Mitchell et al., 2018). Conversely, analysis of vesicular

dacite lava from the 2019 submarine to emergent effusive

eruption of Late’iki (formerly known as Metis Shoal) in the

FIGURE 1
Cartoon illustrating the secondary hydration process. When
first erupted and deposited, glassy tephra or lava has matrix glass
with dissolved H2Om and OH concentrations in equilibrium with
the temperature of the glass transition. Following deposition,
water from the surrounding environment (e.g., seawater) slowly
diffuses into the glass as H2Om. No species interconversion occurs
at low temperatures so this addedH2Om remains as H2Om, causing
increased H2Ot and disequilibrium H2O speciation. However, the
OH concentration remains unaltered since the glass cooled
through the glass transition. OH contents can therefore be used to
investigate primary degassing processes related to eruption and
quench.
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Kingdom of Tonga showed that the vesicular lavas in this island-

forming eruption degassed to atmospheric pressure and exhibit

no syn-eruptive hydration (Yeo et al., 2022). Together these

constraints from recent eruptions provide the beginnings of a

volatile-based framework for interpreting the degassing and

eruption processes of older, unobserved submarine eruptions.

FIGURE 2
Location of the shallow submarine Oomurodashi volcano in the northern Izu-Bonin arc. Bathymetry collected during cruises NT12-19 of R/V
Natsushima and KS-16-6 of R/V Shinsei-maru. Red circle encompasses the broad Oomurodashi edifice. The small Oomuro Hole crater is located in
the wide flat summit area and hosts an active hydrothermal field. Red dot indicates location of the C9010E core drilled by D/V Chikyu. Red stars
indicate location of subaerial tephra layers O58 on Izu-Oshima and O3T on Toshima islands.
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This FTIR volatile approach was therefore recently used to

investigate the late Quaternary submarine and subaerial deposits

of Oomurodashi, a shallow silicic volcano in the northern Izu-

Bonin arc that lies 60 km from the entrance to Tokyo Bay

(McIntosh et al., 2022). H2O speciation data revealed that

both submarine and subaerial deposits had been affected by

secondary hydration in the time since eruption, so OH contents

were used to interpret eruption processes. OH contents of in situ

vesicular submarine lavas were used to estimate the ambient

pressure (i.e., water depth) at the time of their emplacement;

interpreting these pressures in the context of past sea level rise

made it possible to estimate eruption ages for these young

submarine lavas for which other typical geological dating

methods (such as radiocarbon dating) cannot be applied.

They also used OH contents of pumiceous submarine deposits

to determine their quench depths within the overlying water

column, and showed that OH contents of pumice in subaerial

tephra deposits provide additional evidence that these deposits

were formed by explosive phreatomagmatic activity within the

shallow submarine edifice.

In this work we return to the case study of Oomurodashi

volcano in order to highlight how FTIR H2O speciation data can

be used to investigate tephra in marine sedimentary archives,

which are commonly affected by secondary hydration. Here we

focus on a tephra layer from a marine sedimentary core collected

~45 km east of Oomurodashi that has been geochemically

fingerprinted as being from Oomurodashi. We present matrix

glass volatile contents and physical characteristics of this tephra

and investigate its relation to other known eruption deposits

from Oomurodashi. With this study we demonstrate how H2O

speciation data can be used not only to identify and link tephra

layers in sedimentary archives, but also to investigate the

fundamental eruption processes that generated them.

1.2 Geological setting

Oomurodashi volcano is located in the northern Izu-Bonin

volcanic arc, which is an intra-oceanic convergent margin

formed by the westward subduction of the Pacific Plate

beneath the Philippine Sea Plate (Figure 2). In this section of

the arc, the volcanic front is characterized by volcanic islands that

erupt predominantly basaltic compositions interspersed with

submarine volcanoes that erupt predominantly silicic

compositions (e.g., Yuasa et al., 1991; Taylor, 1992; Tamura

and Tatsumi, 2002). Many of these submarine silicic

volcanoes have formed calderas and are thought, on the basis

of seafloor surveys and regional marine sedimentary deposits, to

have produced prodigious amounts of silicic pyroclastic material

throughout the Quaternary (e.g., Nishimura et al., 1992; Fiske

et al., 2001; Yuasa and Kano, 2003; Tani et al., 2008; Allen et al.,

2010). Documented eruptions in historical times include an

eruption of Sumisujima in 1916 (Ito) and multiple eruptions

of Myojinsho including a 1952 eruption that destroyed an

investigating Japanese research vessel (Morimoto and Ossaka,

1955; Fiske et al., 1998), with its most recent confirmed eruption

being in 1970 (Ito). Frequent reports of discolored water and

sulfurous odor suggest that additional unobserved submarine

activity is likely occurring at these and other volcanoes along the

arc. In this context, the shallow silicic submarine Oomurodashi

volcano is of particular interest. Although previously thought to

be inactive, the discovery in 2012 that it hosts an active shallow

hydrothermal field (Tani et al., 2013) and its location at shallow

depths close to inhabited coastlines and major shipping lanes

approaching Tokyo Bay has emphasized the need to constrain its

past eruptions and the likelihood of hazardous volcanic activity

in the future.

Oomurodashi has a wide edifice with a ~20 km diameter flat

summit that lies at ~120 m below sea level (m b.s.l.) (Figure 2),

which is thought to have been created by wave planation during

the low sea level stand at the time of the Last Glacial Maximum

(Hamuro et al., 1983; Yuasa et al., 1991). In the approximate

center of this flat summit is a small crater (~1.2 x 0.7 km, ~80 m

deep) called Oomuro Hole. Surveys by the research vessels R/V

Natsushima (cruises NT07-15, NT12-19) and R/V Shinseimaru

(cruise KS-16-6) collected bathymetry data and conducted

seafloor observations and sampling using a remotely operated

vehicle (ROV). These surveys identified an active hydrothermal

field in the bottom of the Oomuro Hole crater and documented

and sampled eruption deposits from the shallow submarine

edifice, including fresh rhyolite lavas and pumice from the

walls of Oomuro Hole and the surrounding summit area

(Tani et al., 2013).

Geochemical data for these rhyolites sampled from the

submarine Oomurodashi edifice are published in McIntosh

et al. (2022). Based on these geochemical data, the authors

established that Oomurodashi is the source of two subaerial

tephra deposits on nearby islands (Figure 2). Layer O58 (Uesugi

et al., 1994) on Izu-Oshima, ~20 km northwest of Oomurodashi,

has a published 14C age of 13.4 ka (Saito andMiyairi, 2008), while

layer O3T on Toshima, ~15 km west of Oomurodashi, lies

between layers dated to 11 and 15 ka (Oikawa and Tani,

2020). The published 14C age for layer O58 was produced

using the now outdated IntCal04 (Reimer et al., 2004) and

OxCal ver3.10 (Bronk Ramsey, 2005) models; recalculating the

age from the data of Saito and Miyairi (2008) using the most

recent versions (IntCal20, Reimer et al., 2020; OxCal ver4.4.4

Bronk Ramsey, 2021), gives an age of 13.5 ka. Both the O58 and

O3T tephra layers have a distinctive appearance with sparse

white pumice clasts, generally <1 cm but up to 4 cm in size,

dotted throughout dark fine-grained matrix material. Based on

tephra characteristics including particles with stepped fractures

indicative of brittle fragmentation by magma-water interaction,

particles with partial manganese coatings likely formed in the

submarine environment, and dense angular lithics in the base of

the O58 layer, these subaerial deposits are proposed to result
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from the explosive formation of the Oomuro Hole crater by a

shallow submarine, phreatomagmatic eruption (McIntosh et al.,

2022).

Tephra from this 13.5 ka subaerial eruption would also have

been deposited in the marine environment, and potentially

preserved in the local marine sediment record. Marine

sedimentary core C9010E was drilled by the drilling vessel D/

V Chikyu in 2009 at 34°33.46′N, 139°53.38′E, in a water depth of

2,027 m, ~45 km to the east of Oomuro Hole (Figure 2). This core

contains multiple tephra deposits from volcanoes in the northern

Izu-Bonin arc, which are described in detail in Aoki et al. (2020),

(2019). One of these layers, Od-1, has been identified on the basis

of geochemistry as being an eruption deposit of Oomurodashi

(Aoki et al., 2019; Takahashi et al., 2022). This layer occurs

between 16.722–16.772 m below sea floor (m b.s.f.), and is

located between tephras correlated to the Miyatsukayama

event (Nj-Mt tephra, 12.8 cal ka BP (Kobayashi et al., 2020))

and Akazakinomine events (Nj-AkG tephra series, ~15-20 ka BP

(Kobayashi et al., 2020)) from Niijima volcano (Aoki et al., 2019;

Takahashi et al., 2022). Od-1 is also the only tephra since the start

of the Akazakinomine events (i.e., in sediments younger than

20 ka BP) that matches the geochemistry of Oomurodashi (Aoki

et al., 2019). From this we infer that the Od-1 layer in the C9010E

core is most likely coeval with the 13.5 ka subaerial O58 and O3T

layers on Izu-Oshima and Toshima. In this study, we further

explore this hypothesis through analysis of the physical

characteristics and dissolved volatile contents of the Od-1 tephra.

2 Methods

2.1 Tephra sampling

Tephra samples were washed in fresh water using an

ultrasonic bath. After decanting, they were left to dry at room

temperature and then sieved using mesh diameters of 250,

125 and 63 µm.

2.2 Imaging Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis

For FTIR analysis of dissolved volatiles in glass, samples are

usually prepared as free-standing parallel-polished wafers of

known thickness. This was attempted but ultimately

unsuccessful due to the small size and colorless glass of the

tephra grains, which increased the likelihood of sample loss

during grinding, polishing and turning; and due to their

relatively high vesicularity and the difficulty of fully removing

the Crystalbond 509 resin used during wafer preparation. This

resin dissolves in acetone but experience shows that it (and other

similar resins) is difficult to fully remove from vesicular samples,

leaving a small contamination peak at ~1,730 cm−1 in FTIR

spectra that interferes with the measurement of the 1,630 cm−1

H2Om absorption peak (McIntosh et al., 2022). Tephra grains

were therefore analyzed without double polishing. For

the <250 µm size fractions individual grains were picked out

and directly placed on the sample holder for analysis (i.e., without

any polishing at all). Larger clasts from the >250 µm fraction

were lightly crushed to produce thinner glass shards that could

then be picked and analyzed.

Imaging FTIR analyses were conducted at JAMSTEC using a

Varian FTS Stingray 7000 Micro Imager Analyzer spectrometer

with an attached UMA 600 microscope. The spectrometer was

operated under a N2 gas purge to reduce atmospheric

interference. Images were collected in the mid-IR range

(6,000–700 cm−1) at a spectral resolution of 8 cm−1 using a

ceramic (globar) infrared source, a Ge-coated KBr

beamsplitter, and a liquid nitrogen-cooled Varian Inc. Lancer

Focal Plane Array (FPA) camera housed in the microscope. The

FPA camera consists of 4,096 infrared photovoltaic HgCdTe2
(MCT) detector pixels arranged in a 64 x 64 grid that image a

350 x 350 µm sample area, producing a pixel spatial resolution of

~5.5 x 5.5 µm. The FPA camera was calibrated regularly. Samples

were placed on an IR-transparent KBr window for analysis. An

initial background IR image of the KBr window was collected and

then automatically subtracted from each sample image; new

background images were taken approximately every 2 h. Each

image (comprising 512 scans) takes ~15 min to acquire. Each

tephra grain or glass shard was imaged in transmission mode and

then reflectance mode (without moving the stage) before moving

to the next grain to be analyzed.

Images were processed using the VarianWin-IR Pro software

(v3.3.1.014). To quantify volatile concentrations from IR

absorbance peaks it is necessary to know the thickness of the

sample glass. For these small unpolished grains it would not be

possible to accurately constrain thickness variation across the IR

image using digital micrometer measurements. Instead,

individual pixels within the IR images that yielded good

spectra in both transmission and reflectance were selected and

processed as individual spot analyses with ~5.5 x 5.5 µm

resolution (Figure 3). Glass thickness for each spot was then

calculated from the frequency of interference fringes in the

reflectance spectra (e.g., Wysoczanski and Tani, 2006; Nichols

and Wysoczanski, 2007), using a refractive index of 1.5 for

rhyolite glass (Long and Friedman, 1968). Above a certain

thickness (roughly 150 µm for unpolished samples) this

method cannot be used because reliable interference fringes

do not form. For this reason, imaging analyses of grains from

the 125–250 µm size fraction were unsuccessful due to the lack of

interference fringes for thickness measurement. Although some

IR images of grains and shards from the smaller size fractions and

crushed larger clasts also contained insufficient pixels with

suitable interference fringes for successful analysis, the

majority of imaged grains could be successfully processed. For

individual pixel locations where glass thickness could be
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constrained from fringes in the reflectance spectrum, volatile

absorbance was then obtained from the corresponding

transmission spectrum by measuring the peak height above a

baseline (Figure 3).

The combination of thin glasses and the decreasing

sensitivity of the imaging detector at high wavenumbers

meant that the near-IR 5,200 cm−1 H2Om and 4,500 cm−1 OH

absorbance peaks could not be measured; instead, water

concentration and speciation were constrained using the mid-

IR 3,500 cm−1 H2Ot and 1,630 cm−1 H2Om absorbance peaks.

Non-parallel glass and proximity to bubble walls can cause

curving, non-linear baselines that require flexicurve baselines

(e.g., McIntosh et al., 2022), however most spectra could be well

fit with a linear baseline with tie points individually adjusted for

each spectrum. Typical tie points were 3,930 and 2,589 cm−1 for

the H2Ot peak and 1,695 and 1,563 cm−1 for the H2Om peak;

adjustments were made when necessary to avoid the baseline

position falling on an arbitrarily high or low position related to

noise or interference fringes. For H2Ot a peak position of

3,570 cm−1 was appropriate for all spectra; for H2Om the peak

position varied from 1,621-1,633 cm−1 with the majority (275 out

of 368 spectra; 75%) having a peak position of 1,628 cm−1. H2Om

concentrations were calculated in the standard manner by

entering measured peak absorbances and glass thicknesses

into the Beer-Lambert law (Stolper, 1982a), using a molar

absorptivity coefficient for the 1,630 cm−1 H2Om peak in

rhyolite of 55 ±2 L mol−1 cm−1 (Newman et al., 1986). The

3,500 cm−1 H2Ot absorbance peak requires a molar

absorptivity coefficient (ε) that varies according to the

proportions of H2Om and OH dissolved in the glass (Newman

et al., 1986). H2Ot and OH concentrations were therefore

calculated using the modified Beer-Lambert law method of

McIntosh et al. (2017), which accounts for the species

dependence of the 3,500 cm−1 H2Ot molar absorptivity

coefficient ε3500. CO2 was below detection limits for all

samples. Detection limits are inversely proportional to sample

thickness. For the mean thickness of the thickest glass shard

(45 µm) the CO2 detection limit is ~7 ppm, assuming aminimum

absorbance of 0.005 and using a molar absorptivity value of

1,214 L mol−1 cm−1 for the 2,350 cm−1 CO2 peak (Behrens et al.,

2004); for a 20 µm thickness this detection limit would increase to

~16 ppm.

Both the standard and modified Beer-Lambert law methods

require a value for glass density, which can be calculated from the

FIGURE 3
Example of imaging FTIR analysis of tephra. Transmitted light photograph of unpolished pumiceous ash grain. Tephra grains are then analyzed
by imaging FTIR in both reflectance and transmittance modes. FTIR images are 350 x 350 μm, comprising 64 x 64 individual spectra with spatial
resolution ~5.5 x 5.5 µm. The same pixel (spectrum location) is selected from both images for processing. The reflectance spectrum is used to find
glass thickness from the distance between interference fringes (whose wavelength varies according to glass thickness and refractive index) via
the method of Nichols and Wysoczanski (2007). The transmittance spectrum is used to find H2Om and H2Ot absorbance by measuring peak height
above a baseline. Despite unpolished surfaces, Od-1 tephra spectra are well fit by linear baselines.
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major element chemistry (Lange and Carmichael, 1987) and

dissolved H2Ot content (Ochs and Lange, 1997) of the glass.

Appropriate values of glass density were therefore calculated

iteratively, by adjusting the H2Ot wt% used in the glass density

calculation until the resulting glass density value produced the

same H2Ot wt% in the FTIR concentration calculations. Major

element data were based on the published geochemistry of the

O58 and O3T pumice clasts (McIntosh et al., 2022). For this

glass chemistry, an anhydrous composition would have a glass

density of 2,415 g/L while a dissolved H2Ot content of 2 wt%

would reduce glass density to 2,379 g/L. The dependence of

calculated FTIR H2O contents on glass density is however

relatively weak. For example, the average calculated H2Ot wt

% of the most water-rich size fraction only varies from 1.83 to

1.88 wt% for input glass density values spanning 2,415 to

2,350 g/L, respectively. We therefore chose to simplify the

iterative calculations by using the average H2Ot wt% of each

size fraction to calculate a fixed glass density value for that size

fraction, being 2,381, 2,385, 2,388 and 2,403 g/L for the

0–63 μm, 63–125 μm, >250 µm pumice and >250 µm dense

clast size fractions, respectively.

The largest error on FTIR concentrations for thin glasses is

usually derived from the error on determining glass thickness

from reflectance spectra, typically reported as ± 3 µm (Nichols

and Wysoczanski, 2007), which can give errors of ±15%

relative for thin (<20 µm) glasses. The non-linear baselines

of some of the transmission spectra create additional

uncertainty when measuring the peak absorbances.

However, comparison of linear and non-linear baselines for

these spectra finds that the difference in measured peak height

is minor and can be considered negligible for these spectra

where peak absorbances are typically >0.1. Errors on volatile

concentrations for each spectrum are therefore considered to

fall within the error resulting from the ±3 µm error on the

thickness measurement. Multiple pixel spots were analyzed

per tephra grain (typically 10 pixels per grain) or clast (20-

30 pixels from multiple shards). Volatile data are presented as

the mean value of all pixel spot measurements for each grain

FIGURE 4
Transmitted light photographs of tephra types (all taken from the 63–125 µm size fraction). White scalebars represent 50 μm. (A,B) pumiceous
shards; (C,D) dense/blocky shards; (E) rare microlite-rich shard; (F) rare dense shard with distorted, possibly collapsing, vesicles; (G,H) shards with
brittle stepped fractures on surfaces; (I) bulk sample of 63–125 µm size fraction.
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or clast. Errors are given as ± two times the standard error of

the mean.

3 Results

3.1 Tephra description

The Od-1 tephra is predominantly composed of 63–250 µm

vitric ash shards, accompanied by finely vesicular gray to beige

pumice with a maximum grain size of 7 mm. Quartz, beta-quartz,

feldspar, and orthopyroxene minerals are also observed. Two

distinct types of glassy tephra were seen across all grain size

fractions (Figure 4). One tephra type is made of dense and blocky

grains. These contain small, isolated bubbles, which may range

from spherical to moderately aligned, or appear partially

collapsed or resorbed. Some of these blocky grains contain

microlites while others are microlite-free. These blocky grains

may display repeated step-like fractures of their outer surfaces.

The second tephra type is a ‘pumiceous’ type, where grains

exhibit strongly elongated and aligned bubbles. These bubbles

often extend beyond the edges of the individual grains, showing

that they are fragments of larger pumiceous material. This

pumiceous grain type does not contain microlites and no

step-like features are seen on their outer surfaces. Larger clasts

in the >250 µm fraction can also be classified into dense and

pumiceous types. When lightly crushed to produce suitably thin

glass shards for FTIR analysis, the resulting shards of each type

have similar characteristics to the dense/blocky and pumiceous

types identified in the smaller grain size fractions.

3.2 FTIR volatile data

FTIR data for the Od-1 tephra are displayed in Figure 5 and

Table 1 as mean values for individual grains and clasts. Data for

all individual spectra are given in the Supplementary Material.

No processed spectra were excluded when calculating shard

averages. This includes 4 (of a total of 368) spectra that yielded

apparent negative values of OH concentration. This occurs

when the measured H2Om absorbance is greater than the

H2Ot absorbance, which is most likely to happen due to

baseline choices in glasses that contain predominantly

H2Om. These spectra were reviewed but there was no

obvious reason to reject the baseline choices. These spectra

occurred in different shards. Sometimes the negative OH value

was much lower than other analyses on the same grain, but not

always. If excluded, calculated OH contents would change by

less than 0.02 wt% and H2Om contents would be unaffected. It

was also noted that the peak position of the (nominally

1,630 cm−1) H2Om peak ranged from 1,621–1,633 cm−1.

Filtering data to exclude spectra with H2Om peak positions

outside the range 1,626–1,630 cm−1 (31 of 368 spectra) would

only alter OH contents by <0.03 wt% and H2Om by <0.05 wt%,

and would reduce the number of negative OH spectra from 4 to

2. Such spectra with peak positions outside the

1,626–1,630 cm−1 range occur in a range of grains with no

pattern observed in peak position with grain size, grain type, or

glass thickness. Due to the negligible impacts of excluding these

spectra and a desire to avoid any bias e.g., away from low OH

content glasses that are more likely to yield apparent negative

OH values, it was decided to present the full dataset without

removing these few spectra.

Table 1 includes the values for the species-dependent

ε3500 molar absorptivity coefficients resulting from the

calculation method of McIntosh et al. (2017). With the

exception of the >250 µm dense clast (ε3500 = 84),

ε3500 is <74 for all samples. This is lower than even the

lowest published fixed value of ε3500 for rhyolite glasses (75;

Okumura et al., 2003) and indicates that the ratio of H2Om to OH

in these analyzed glasses is higher than for the experimental

glasses used to constrain published fixed ε3500 values. OH

contents for all grains and clasts range from 0.28 to 0.82 wt%,

while H2Om contents range from 0.24 to 2.20 wt%. Except for

the >250 µm dense clast, all samples contain more H2Om

than OH.

Figure 5 shows mean OH (green) and H2Om (purple) content

of each grain or clast plotted against their mean H2Ot content.

Plotted curves mark the proportions of OH and H2Om expected

for a given H2Ot content under equilibrium speciation conditions

FIGURE 5
FTIR H2O species data for the Od-1 tephra. Mean OH (green)
and H2Om (purple) concentrations plotted against mean H2Ot

concentration for each tephra grain or clast. Error bars show ±two
times the standard error of the mean. Symbols indicate grain
size fraction. Grey symbols are data for subaerial pumice clasts in
the subaerial O58 and O3T deposits reported in McIntosh et al.
(2022). Curves show expected OH (green) and H2Om (purple)
concentrations for a given H2Ot concentration assuming
equilibrium speciation for temperatures of 800°C (solid line),
700°C (dashed line) and 500°C (dotted line). Curves calculated
using the H2O speciation model of Nowak and Behrens (2001) for
rhyolite. Measured species concentrations do not lie on these
equilibrium curves, indicating disequilibrium speciation.
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TABLE 1 FTIR data for Od-1 tephra according to size fraction. Tephra type shown as D (dense/blocky) and P (pumiceous). ε3500 is the value of the species-dependent molar absorptivity coefficient for the 3,500 cm−1

H2Ot IR absorbance peak derived according to the method of McIntosh et al. (2017). Thickness given in µm.

Average Two times the standard error of the mean

Shard name Tephra type no. spectra H2Om wt% OH wt% H2Ot wt% ε3500 Thickness H2Om wt% OH wt% H2Ot wt% ε3500 Thickness

< 63 µm fraction

a D 10 1.33 0.45 1.78 67.2 24 0.10 0.02 0.10 0.7 0.8

c-RH D 10 1.04 0.31 1.35 65.9 15 0.11 0.06 0.16 0.9 0.5

c-LH D 8 2.03 0.46 2.49 64.0 8 0.19 0.08 0.24 0.9 0.6

d D 8 1.76 0.31 2.06 62.1 9 0.20 0.11 0.31 1.9 1.0

e P 10 1.49 0.57 2.05 68.0 20 0.12 0.11 0.19 1.8 0.7

f D 8 1.52 0.36 1.88 63.2 16 0.24 0.15 0.38 3.2 0.7

g D 8 1.39 0.31 1.70 64.0 15 0.13 0.04 0.13 1.2 1.4

h D 10 0.64 0.28 0.91 69.3 24 0.09 0.04 0.12 0.9 1.1

i D 10 1.41 0.47 1.88 67.2 18 0.15 0.02 0.16 0.9 0.5

j P 7 1.21 0.33 1.54 64.7 13 0.22 0.13 0.32 2.6 1.5

k P 8 0.87 0.41 1.27 69.6 26 0.08 0.09 0.17 2.4 0.4

l D 11 1.78 0.69 2.47 68.3 17 0.15 0.05 0.16 1.0 0.8

p P 10 1.60 0.38 1.98 64.3 15 0.12 0.06 0.18 0.7 1.0

q P 10 2.20 0.67 2.87 66.2 9 0.10 0.09 0.17 0.9 0.1

t D 10 1.04 0.45 1.49 69.0 26 0.07 0.09 0.14 1.4 0.6

63-125 µm fraction

b D 10 1.31 0.60 1.91 70.2 24 0.30 0.12 0.41 1.4 6.0

c P 10 0.96 0.39 1.35 68.4 28 0.07 0.08 0.12 1.9 3.5

d P 10 1.18 0.43 1.61 67.9 21 0.16 0.05 0.20 1.0 1.9

e D 10 0.56 0.35 0.92 72.9 33 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.8 2.6

f P 10 1.34 0.35 1.69 64.5 11 0.20 0.12 0.28 3.0 2.2

g D 8 0.65 0.45 1.10 73.8 45 0.08 0.06 0.13 1.2 5.7

h P 10 1.54 0.56 2.10 67.6 12 0.16 0.08 0.24 0.6 0.8

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 1 (Continued) FTIR data for Od-1 tephra according to size fraction. Tephra type shown as D (dense/blocky) and P (pumiceous). ε3500 is the value of the species-dependent molar absorptivity coefficient for the
3,500 cm−1 H2Ot IR absorbance peak derived according to the method of McIntosh et al. (2017). Thickness given in µm.

Average Two times the standard error of the mean

Shard name Tephra type no. spectra H2Om wt% OH wt% H2Ot wt% ε3500 Thickness H2Om wt% OH wt% H2Ot wt% ε3500 Thickness

i P 10 1.78 0.82 2.59 69.8 20 0.07 0.07 0.12 0.7 1.2

j P 10 1.61 0.34 1.95 62.4 16 0.31 0.14 0.45 2.6 1.5

k P 10 0.90 0.42 1.32 70.0 32 0.10 0.03 0.09 1.4 1.1

n P 10 1.40 0.31 1.71 64.1 13 0.13 0.04 0.12 1.2 1.4

o P 10 1.47 0.52 2.00 67.6 19 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.2 0.3

p D 10 0.95 0.50 1.45 71.2 21 0.07 0.05 0.12 0.6 1.7

q P 8 0.84 0.42 1.26 70.6 28 0.01 0.05 0.04 1.3 0.5

r D 10 1.50 0.72 2.23 70.3 28 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.4 0.8

s D 8 0.79 0.37 1.16 69.5 25 0.11 0.12 0.22 2.2 2.8

u D 12 0.94 0.63 1.58 73.7 27 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.7 0.9

v D 9 0.98 0.48 1.46 70.4 26 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.4 0.5

w D 8 0.74 0.45 1.19 72.6 35 0.14 0.07 0.19 1.3 5.0

> 250 µm clasts

Dense D 19 0.24 0.42 0.67 83.9 17 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.9 2.3

Pumice P 29 1.14 0.35 1.49 66.1 12 0.15 0.09 0.19 1.9 1.9
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in rhyolite for temperatures of 500, 700 and 800°C (Nowak and

Behrens, 2001). No samples plot within these curves, indicating

that their species concentrations are not in equilibrium with

temperatures of 500–800°C.

4 Discussion

4.1 Cause of observed disequilibrium H2O
speciation

At magmatic temperatures H2Om and OH interconvert

according to the reaction:

H2Om melt( ) + Oo
melt( ) ↔ 2OH melt( )

in which H2Om reacts with bridging oxygen atoms (Oo) to

produce OH groups that are bound to the silicate framework

(Stolper, 1982b). The equilibrium position of this reaction varies

with H2Ot content and temperature (Stolper, 1982a; Zhang et al.,

1997; Zhang, 1999; Nowak and Behrens, 2001). At low H2Ot

contents OH is the dominant species, but as H2Ot increases the

equilibrium position shifts toward the left and the proportion of

H2Om increases so that H2Om becomes the dominant species at

higher H2Ot contents (see curves in Figure 5). Meanwhile, the

reaction also shifts towards the right (more OH) at higher

temperatures and towards the left (more H2Om) at lower

temperatures. Thus for a given H2Ot content there should be

more OH and less H2Om at higher temperatures (Figure 5).

When magma is erupted and begins to cool, its OH content

will begin to decrease and its H2Om content will begin to increase

as the equilibrium position of the interconversion reaction shifts

toward the left with decreasing temperature. However, the rate of

this interconversion reaction is strongly temperature dependent

and decreases dramatically with temperature (Zhang et al., 1991;

Zhang et al., 1995). It therefore takes an increasingly long time for

OH to interconvert to H2Om as the erupted magma cools. When

a certain temperature is reached, the reaction rate becomes

negligible and there is no further interconversion with further

cooling i.e., the concentrations of H2Om and OH become fixed.

This temperature is termed the temperature of apparent

equilibrium, Tae (Zhang, 1994).

Tae is closely related to the glass transition i.e., the transition

between fluid behavior (with a viscous response to stress) and

glassy behavior (with an elastic response to stress) (Dingwell and

Webb, 1990, 1989). The transition from fluid to glass is

controlled by the relaxation timescale of the silicate structure,

which is related to the shear viscosity of the melt and thus to

temperature (hence the timescale increases as the melt becomes

increasingly viscous with cooling e.g., Dingwell and Webb, 1989)

and H2Ot content of the melt (due to the H2Ot-dependence of

viscosity e.g., Hess and Dingwell, 1996). When a melt is cooled

the silicate structure becomes increasingly unable to relax to

equilibrium until it crosses the glass transition and its final

silicate structure becomes frozen in. Faster cooling provides

less time for structural relaxation so the glass transition is

reached at a higher temperature (and lower viscosity) than for

slower cooling; meanwhile, at the same cooling rate a low H2Ot

melt will reach the glass transition at a higher temperature than a

high H2Ot melt (e.g., Dingwell and Webb, 1989; Stevenson et al.,

1995; Giordano et al., 2005). The transition from fluid to glassy

behavior occurs over a temperature interval that depending on

definition may span several tens of degrees (e.g., Giordano et al.,

2005), but many studies define a specific glass transition

temperature, Tg. This Tg value is most strictly defined as the

glass transition temperature for a melt under a specific set of

experimental conditions and timescales (Dingwell and Webb,

1989; Giordano et al., 2005). Importantly, Tae has been shown to

be equivalent to a rheologically-defined Tg, where Tg is the

temperature at which melt viscosity is 1011.45/q, where q is the

quench rate in K/s; thus Tg is reached for a cooling rate of 10 K/

min when melt viscosity is ~1012 Pa s (Dingwell andWebb, 1990;

Zhang et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2003; Zhang and Ni, 2010). For

this reason, H2Om and OH concentrations of volcanic glasses

measured by FTIR can be compared with H2O speciation models

for the same geochemical composition (i.e., models of how H2O

species concentrations vary with H2Ot at different equilibrium

temperatures) to find the Tae, hence Tg, of the sample (e.g., Zhang

et al., 2000; Xu and Zhang, 2002; Wallace et al., 2003). In such

cases, on a plot of H2Om and OH concentrations against H2Ot

concentration the sample data should fall on equilibrium

speciation curves for temperatures equivalent to Tae hence Tg.

However, even a wide Tg range of 800°C (i.e., instant quench of a

magma erupted at 800°C) to 500°C (requiring slow cooling of an

H2Ot-rich magma) does not encompass the observed speciation

data for the Od-1 tephra (Figure 5).

Tg (hence Tae recorded by H2O speciation) of the Od-1

tephra will have been determined by its original H2Ot content,

its cooling rate, and the degree of deformation (strain) during its

formation. By considering these related factors we can estimate a

feasible Tg range that could have applied to the Od-1 tephra,

against which we can interpret their FTIR data. The low OH

contents of the tephra (mean 0.45 wt% for all grains) indicate that

they had degassed to relatively low pressure with correspondingly

low H2Ot contents. The H2O speciation model for rhyolite of

Nowak and Behrens (2001) shows that at 800°C 0.45 wt% OH

would correspond to ~0.5 wt% H2Ot, and even at 500°C would

only correspond to ~0.6 wt% H2Ot. The melt was therefore

relatively H2Ot-poor, which would be associated with higher

Tg. Cooling rate will be determined by grain size and their

formation and deposition history. The tephra grains are small,

with most taken from the <125 μm size fractions, and would have

therefore cooled rapidly whether in a submarine or subaerial

eruption plume (e.g., possible quench rates of ~10–100 K/s in air

or ~100–106 K/s in water, Xu and Zhang, 2002; Potuzak et al.,

2008; Helo et al., 2013; Moitra et al., 2020, 2018). These high

cooling rates, and the high strain rates associated with tephra
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formation via explosive fragmentation, would also favor high Tg.

A low Tae could still be caused for such glasses if they had a

complex thermal history that involved thermal buffering at

temperatures around the glass transition, which could provide

time for further structural relaxation and interconversion of H2O

species. Examples include rheomorphic flows formed by

accumulation and annealing of spatter deposits (Gottsmann

and Dingwell, 2001; Gottsmann and Dingwell, 2002) or

hyaloclastite glasses formed by rapid quench in water but

subsequently buffered by heat from hot underlying lava flow

interiors (Wilding et al., 2000). The Od-1 tephra however is

inferred to be fallout from a subaerial plume that were deposited

cold far from any volcanic vents, and there is no evidence from

the sediment core for any later volcanic events that could have

caused subsequent reheating of the deposits. Accordingly, we

estimate that a Tg range of 800-700°C is feasible for the Od-1

tephra. That the observed speciation data do not fall in this range

indicates that the tephra have ‘disequilibrium speciation’. This

disequilibrium speciation could be caused by 1) quench

resorption of bubbles within the magma during cooling, 2)

syn-eruptive hydration by external water occurring at

intermediate temperatures during cooling in a plume, or 3)

secondary hydration by external water occurring at low

temperature in the time following deposition on the seafloor.

Quench resorption occurs when the increase in H2Ot

solubility in silicate melts with decreasing temperature causes

exsolved magmatic water vapor within bubbles to re-dissolve in

themelt as erupted magma cools (McIntosh et al., 2014). This can

create disequilibrium speciation because the resorbing vapor is

added as H2Om, some amount of which must then be

interconverted to OH to attain equilibrium speciation for the

temperature and H2Ot conditions. If cooling is sufficiently rapid,

the dramatic decrease with temperature of the species

interconversion reaction rate prevents significant

interconversion of newly added H2Om before the glass

transition is crossed and species proportions become fixed,

resulting in ‘excess’ H2Om and disequilibrium H2O speciation

in the diffusion profile surrounding resorbing bubbles. This was

observed by McIntosh et al. (2014) in high pressure experimental

samples containing several wt% of H2Ot, where rapid H2O

diffusion, hence significant resorption, occurred even on rapid

quench timescales (samples were estimated to have cooled from

the experimental temperature of 825°C through the glass

transition in less than 5 s). However, the low melt H2Ot

content inferred from the low OH contents of the Od-1

tephra would both reduce H2Ot diffusivity by two orders of

magnitude and increase Tg compared to the experimental study,

and the tephra would therefore be less susceptible to significant

modification of H2O speciation through quench resorption.

Syn-eruptive hydration by external water was documented for

pumice pyroclasts from the 2012 eruption of Havre volcano in

the Kermadec arc (Mitchell et al., 2018; Mitchell et al., 2022).

FTIR H2O species data revealed disequilibrium speciation with

excess H2Om that could not be explained by slow low

temperature hydration by seawater in the short time since

eruption. Low OH contents indicated that pumice had

degassed to low pressures near the sea surface. Mitchell et al.

(2018) therefore concluded that the excess H2Om indicated syn-

eruptive hydration by condensed magmatic vapor and entrained

seawater occurring on timescales of minutes as the buoyant clasts

ascended in a submarine plume above the deep vent, a

mechanism that is consistent with numerical modelling of

cooling rates and ascent speeds of the Havre pumice (Manga

et al., 2018) and subsequent isotope analysis (Mitchell et al.,

2022). The slow cooling of these pumice was possible because of

their size (up to several meters in the case of the Giant Pumice

deposit) and their presumed insulation within a warm submarine

plume. Smaller particles like ash grains would be expected to cool

much more rapidly and thus have less opportunity for syn-

eruptive hydration than large pumice clasts. However, some syn-

eruptive hydration of ash by external water was recently

documented by Hudak et al. (2021) for ash from the subaerial

2009 phreatomagmatic eruption of Redoubt volcano in Alaska,

United States. Bulk H2Ot and hydrogen isotopic measurements

revealed that some ash had gained up to 0.4 wt% H2Ot by

hydration, and diffusion modelling led to the conclusion that

this happened during cooling over the range 500°C–100°C in an

eruption plume containing vaporized glacial meltwater.

Although no measurements of H2O speciation were made, it

can be assumed that at these temperatures and timescales the

water added by hydration as H2Om would have little to no time

for interconversion to OH, producing similar disequilibrium

speciation to the other hydration scenarios. Diffusion

modelling and observations of tephra characteristics indicated

that the hydration at Redoubt was likely restricted to ash at the

margins of the plume where interaction with vaporized

FIGURE 6
FTIR H2Om data for all individual spectra from the <63 μmand
63–125 µm size fractions. The general trend of higher H2Om wt%
for thinner glasses is evidence for hydration of tephra by external
water.
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meltwater could occur while ash particles were still at relatively

high temperature (>400°C), whereas ash that was insulated

within the drier plume interior only encountered entrained

meltwater after cooling to temperatures at which significant

hydration could no longer occur (Hudak et al., 2021).

Although a submarine eruption of Oomurodashi can be

expected to have similar conditions of abundant external

water at plume margins, the relative impact of syn-eruptive

hydration on the Od-1 tephra is expected to be less significant

due to differing glass thickness. In Redoubt tephra, glasses

(bubble walls and glass selvages on crystals) are only 1–3 µm

thick, such that the ~1 µm diffusion profiles resulting from syn-

eruptive hydration can significantly increase their bulk H2Ot

content. By contrast, the average thickness of the <63 and

63–125 µm grains analyzed in the Od-1 tephra is 21 µm

(Table 1). Any contribution to the measured H2O contents by

syn-eruptive hydration is therefore likely negligible or minor at

most (see also Figure 2 in Hudak et al., 2021).

Instead, the observed disequilibrium speciation is most

likely explained by secondary hydration, i.e., the slow low

temperature addition of water from the surrounding

environment in the time since eruption and deposition

(Friedman and Smith, 1958). Secondary hydration has been

shown to be widespread and to have altered the water contents

of many volcanic glasses, in both subaerial and submarine

deposits, with high silica glasses like rhyolite and vesicular

glasses with interconnected porosity and high surface areas

being particularly susceptible (e.g., Bryant et al., 2003; Helo

et al., 2011; Giachetti and Gonnermann, 2013; Kutterolf et al.,

2014; Dingwell et al., 2016; Seligman et al., 2016; Ikehara et al.,

2017). During hydration, water enters the glass as H2Om, the

diffusing H2O species, and remains as H2Om because the

species interconversion reaction is negligible at low

temperature (McIntosh et al., 2017). The H2Om content,

hence H2Ot content, of the glass therefore increases but the

OH content remains the same as when it crossed the glass

transition after eruption (Figure 1).

Evidence for external hydration as the cause of the

disequilibrium speciation of the Od-1 tephra is seen in the

relationship between glass thickness and H2Om content

(Figure 6). A plot of glass thickness vs. H2Om concentration

for all individual spectra measurements for grains in the <63 and
63–125 µm size fractions shows that H2Om wt% is generally

higher for thinner glasses, which would be relatively more

affected by addition of H2Om at their surfaces than thicker

glasses. Glass thickness is only a proxy for the overall surface

area of a grain, which will also be determined by its shape and

amount of interconnected porosity, and this is reflected in the

scatter of the data. Further evidence for external hydration is that

the mean H2Om:OH ratio (also reflected in the ε3500 value,

Table 1) of smaller <63 µm grains (3.4) is higher than for

63–125 µm grains (2.5), and that for the larger grains and

clasts the ratio is higher for pumiceous grains with higher

surface area than for dense blocky grains. Thus, the thick, low

porosity >250 µm dense clast has the lowest H2Om content of all

samples and its speciation lies closest to expected equilibrium

temperature curves, although even this sample has experienced

enough hydration to produce disequilibrium speciation

(Figure 5).

4.2 Hydration modelling of submarine
tephra

The array of glass thickness and FTIR H2O data for the Od-1

tephra, in addition to the constrained eruption age of 13.5 ka,

enables us to further validate the assumption of slow low

temperature secondary hydration via numerical modelling of

H2O diffusion. Each set of glass thickness and FTIR wt% data is

treated as relating to a glass slab of that thickness undergoing

hydration from both surfaces for a total of 13.5 kyr, which results

in the measured FTIR H2O contents. We assume that the source

of the external water is seawater trapped in the pore space within

the seafloor sedimentary column, which will always maintain a

fixed concentration boundary condition at the glass surface. We

use a constant temperature of 4°C to reflect the stable, cold

environment of seafloor sediments and a constant pressure of

20 MPa to reflect the current hydrostatic pressure at the seafloor

at the depth of the drill site (~2,000 m b.s.l.). Although the

ambient pressure of the Od-1 tephra would change over time

due to changes in sea level and burial depth, the pressure

dependence of H2O diffusivity is negligible over the expected

range (e.g., Ni and Zhang, 2008). H2O solubility in glass at Earth

surface temperatures and pressures is not well constrained and

must be assumed. Based on studies reporting bulk H2Ot contents

of up to 4 wt% in unaltered hydrated obsidians (Denton et al.,

2009; Denton et al., 2012) and up to 5 wt% in unaltered hydrated

pumice and tephra deposits (Denton et al., 2009; Giachetti and

Gonnermann, 2013; Seligman et al., 2016), we compare results

for boundary conditions of 4 wt% and 5 wt%. The initial H2Ot

content of the glass is set equal to the measured OH wt%,

assumed to be unaltered by low temperature secondary

hydration, because for the low OH contents of the Od-1

tephra little or no coexisting H2Om would be expected at

magmatic temperatures. The initial H2Om content of the glass

is therefore set to 0 wt%. Although H2O diffusivity (DH2O) is

known to depend on the concentration of H2Ot at >400°C (e.g.

Zhang and Behrens, 2000; Ni and Zhang, 2008), and studies have

shown this concentration dependence likely continues at low

temperature (e.g., Seligman et al., 2016; Hudak and Bindeman,

2020), studies of low temperature hydration often report

constant “apparent” or “characteristic” values of DH2O (e.g.

Giachetti and Gonnermann, 2013, and references therein). We

therefore compare two versions of the hydration model: one

where DH2O is assumed to be constant, and one where DH2O

varies as concentration increases during hydration. For the
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concentration-dependent DH2O model we follow the approach

of Seligman et al. (2016) and Hudak et al. (2021) of extrapolating

the functional form of the Zhang and Behrens (2000) diffusivity

formulation, derived from experimental data >400°C, to low

temperatures, which requires determining a constant prefactor

value to scale it to fit low temperature data.Whereas those studies

used bulk H2Ot measurements, our data consist of H2O species

data measured by FTIR. We therefore elect to model the

diffusivity of H2Om (DH2Om) rather than diffusivity of H2Ot

(DH2Ot), but extrapolate the Zhang and Behrens (2000)

formulation for DH2Om to low temperature in the same way

i.e., by determining a suitable constant prefactor from our data.

We begin by focusing on the data from the <63 µm size

fraction, because these smaller grains will be least affected by

differences in surface area between the ‘dense’ and ‘pumiceous’

types. For each shard thickness and measured H2Om wt%, we can

find the apparent diffusivity (when assuming a constant

diffusivity) or prefactor (when assuming a concentration-

dependent diffusivity) that would result in the same level of

hydration within the known age of the sample, 13.5 ka. This

effective “reverse engineering” of relevant parameters is achieved

using a simple, iterative bisection method, commonly used to

find the roots of continuous, monotonically varying functions.

Details are given in the Supplementary Material. For these data,

the constant DH2Om hydration model yields an apparent

diffusivity of ~1.62 x 10−23 m2/s assuming a boundary

condition of 4 wt%. This falls within the full range of

characteristic diffusivities reported from obsidian hydration

dating (0.1–127 x 10−23 m2/s; summarized in Giachetti and

Gonnermann (2013) and is consistent with characteristic

diffusivities determined for secondary hydration of subaerial

volcanic pyroclasts (~10−23 m2/s; (Giachetti and Gonnermann,

2013). For the concentration-dependent hydration model, we use

the <63 µm size fraction data to calculate the necessary constant

prefactor value for the low temperature extrapolation of the

Zhang and Behrens (2000) DH2Om equation. Using a 4 wt%

boundary condition, the resulting prefactor values have a mean

value of 5.87 with a standard deviation of 2.73. This corresponds

to DH2Om of 1.99 x 10−26 m2/s at 0.1 wt% H2Ot and 3.38 x

10−23 m2/s at 4 wt% H2Ot. There is little difference in calculated

diffusivity values with a boundary condition of 5 wt% H2Ot,

which yields ~1.04 x 10−23 m2/s assuming a constant diffusivity or

a prefactor of 0.69 for concentration-dependent diffusivity. The

good agreement of these calculated diffusivity values with those

published for secondary hydration of subaerial glasses is further

supporting evidence for our assumption that the disequilibrium

speciation of the Od-1 tephra is caused by low temperature

secondary hydration after eruption.

We then investigated the possibility that similar numerical

modelling of low temperature hydration could be used to

estimate the ages of hydrated tephra. Taking the diffusivity

and prefactor values constrained from the <63 µm size

fraction, we then treated the 63–125 µm size fraction as

tephra of ‘unknown’ age, and used the hydration model to

estimate their age from their glass thickness and FTIR H2O

data. Calculated ages are relatively insensitive to the choice of wt

% at the boundary, and yield ~16.8 ka (standard error of the

mean: ~685 years) and ~15.0 ka (standard error of the mean:

~480 years) for constant diffusivity and concentration-

dependent diffusivity, respectively. That these ages are close to

the known age of 13.5 ka demonstrates the validity of both

diffusivity approaches for modelling low temperature

hydration of tephra, although it is possible that accounting for

concentration-dependent diffusivity will be increasingly

important for thinner or younger glasses due to the increased

relative importance of the shape of the calculated hydration

profile. Both approaches are likely to slightly overestimate

tephra ages due to the simple 1D model, which neglects any

addition of H2Om from other surfaces; however, this preliminary

study indicates the likely magnitude of this resulting uncertainty.

In future, this FTIR-and-hydration modelling method for

estimating tephra ages can be further refined by testing on

diverse tephra datasets. For example, is there a maximum age

for successful dating beyond which the full thickness of the

tephra shard becomes completely hydrated? How may

hydration conditions be affected for tephra in deep sediments

with significant compaction and reduction in pore space, or

where pore fluid chemistry and pH differ significantly from

seawater? And can the hydration model be further improved

by accounting for the 3D morphology of tephra grains, in which

hydration may proceed from all surfaces? In this initial study we

suggest that the diffusivity values derived here may be applicable

FIGURE 7
FTIROHdata for different tephra types. MeanOHwt% plotted
against mean H2Ot wt% for all analyzed grains and clasts. Error bars
denote ±two times the standard error of the mean. Symbols
differentiate grains of different size fractions and tephra types
i.e., dense/blocky vs. pumiceous. Grey symbols are pumice data
from subaerial layers O58 and O3T reported in McIntosh et al.
(2022). Green curves indicate expected equilibriumOH vs. H2Ot wt
% for temperatures of 800°C, 700°C and 500°C (Nowak and
Behrens, 2001).
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to other tephras in marine sedimentary cores experiencing hydration

under similar conditions, and which have not been affected by

subsequent reheating of the deposit. Hydration modelling of FTIR

H2O data may offer a valuable additional method for constraining

eruption ages of such tephras, particularly for cores located beneath

the carbonate compensation depth (CCD) where calcite shells of

marine organisms used for 14C or 18O dating methods are not

preserved. For the purposes of this study’s investigation of

Oomurodashi, however, we take our low temperature hydration

modelling results as further supporting evidence that the

disequilibrium H2O speciation of the Od-1 tephra is caused by

secondary hydration, a process that does not alter OH contents

from when the magma was originally quenched to glass. As in

McIntosh et al. (2022), we therefore use these OH contents for

our subsequent investigation of the eruption processes that created

this tephra deposit.

4.3 Comparison of shard types and size
fractions

Figure 7 shows the mean OH vs. H2Ot contents for each

shard and clast categorized by size fraction and tephra type

i.e., dense and blocky or pumiceous. Data for the different size

fractions lie within the same range and there is no evidence for

different OH values depending on tephra type. This is supported

by the results of two sample t-tests that found there was no

difference in mean OH wt% between the <63 µm size fraction

(mean = 0.43 wt%, σ = 0.13) and the 63–125 µm size fraction

(mean = 0.48 wt%, σ = 0.14; t (32) = −1.14, p = 0.26), or between

the dense tephra type (mean = 0.45 wt%, σ = 0.13) and the

pumiceous tephra type (mean = 0.45 wt%, σ = 0.14; t (34) = −0.03,

p = 0.98). All tephra therefore appears to have undergone similar

degassing histories, regardless of size or physical characteristics

such as vesicularity.

FIGURE 8
FTIR OH data as equivalent quench pressure. Mean OH wt%
of all analyzed grains and clasts plotted against equivalent quench
pressure assuming equilibrium H2O speciation at 800°C–700°C.
Equivalent quench pressures calculated using the H2O
solubility model of Newman and Lowenstern (2002) for rhyolite at
800°C and H2O speciation model of Nowak and Behrens (2001)).
Error bars show representative errors calculated for a grain with
representative mean OH wt% and 2SE error (OH 0.46 wt%; 2SE
0.08). Grain size symbols same as in previous figures.

FIGURE 9
Quench pressures of tephra grains interpreted as quench
depths below sea surface (Depth = 0 m) for three eruption
scenarios. (A) Assuming tephra all quenched in water column
overlying a vent of unknown water depth: hydrostatic
pressure gradient of 1,025 kg/m3 applies. TephraOH contents thus
indicate quench in water from 56–633 m b.s.l. (B) Assuming
tephra quenched in shallow maar-type or phreatomagmatic
eruption prior to formation of Oomuro Hole crater: hydrostatic
pressure applies to depth of flat summit (55 m b.s.l. at 13.5 ka);
below this depth litho/magmastatic pressure gradient of 2,300 kg/
m3 applies. Tephra OH contents thus indicate quench within
shallow edifice. (C) Assuming tephra quenched in shallow maar-
type or phreatomagmatic eruption after 80 m-deepOomuro Hole
crater had formed: hydrostatic pressure applies to bottom of
crater (134 m b.s.l. at 13.5 ka); below this depth litho/magmastatic
pressure gradient of 2,300 kg/m3 applies. Tephra OH contents
thus indicate quench of majority of grains within shallow edifice
with some grains quenching in water within crater. Error bars show
representative errors calculated for a grain with representative
mean OH wt% and 2SE error (OH 0.46 wt%; 2SE 0.08). Grey
symbols are pumice data from subaerial layers O58 and O3T
reported in McIntosh et al. (2022).
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4.4 Interpreting OH contents as quench
pressures

OH contents, locked in as the sample cooled through the

glass transition, can be used to estimate the pressure at which the

hydrated tephra grains were quenched by choosing appropriate

models of H2O solubility and speciation and applying likely Tg (=

Tae) values. Strictly speaking, Tg refers to glass transition

temperature as measured under a specific set of experimental

conditions, but for simplicity we are going to use Tg in the

following discussion to mean “a feasible temperature for the glass

transition (based on consideration of the sample’s likely initial

H2Ot content and cooling history) at which H2O species

interconversion ceased and the amount of OH became fixed”.

As discussed in Section 4.1, we consider Tg of 800-700°C to be a

reasonable assumption for the Od-1 tephra.

We use the VolatileCalc H2Ot solubility model for rhyolite at

800°C to output how H2Ot solubility varies with pressure

(Newman and Lowenstern, 2002). We assume a pure-H2Ot

system with no CO2, on the basis that no dissolved CO2 was

detected (minimum detection limits ~7 ppm), that CO2 content

is not expected to be high based on melt inclusions of other

rhyolite magmas in the Izu-Bonin (e.g., Allen et al., 2010), and

that the low OH contents of the tephra indicate they had

degassed to low pressures by which point any CO2 would be

expected to have exsolved and outgassed through connected

porosity (e.g., Lowenstern, 2001). For every H2Ot value output

by the VolatileCalc solubility model we calculate the equivalent

OH contents at a specified Tg via the H2O speciation model for

rhyolite of Nowak and Behrens (2001). Note that the H2O species

data automatically output by the VolatileCalc model were not

used, because they do not account for temperature dependence of

H2O speciation (i.e., in a graph of OH or H2Om vs. H2Ot, H2O

species data output by VolatileCalc’s Rhyolite H2O Solubility vs.

Pressure calculation will all plot on the same curves regardless of

calculation temperature). It can be seen that the exact choice of Tg

value makes little difference to estimated pressures for the Od-1

tephra because Tg lines (Tae lines) converge at low H2Ot and

pressure (Figures 7, 8).

The resulting estimated quench pressures of Od-1 tephra

grains and clasts are shown in Figure 8. No grains degassed to

atmospheric pressure, at which a saturated rhyolite melt would

be expected to contain ~0.1 wt% OH. Instead, estimated quench

pressures range from ~0.7–7.1 MPa, with the interquartile range

falling between 1.1 and 2.4 MPa.

4.5 Interpreting estimated quench
pressures as quench depths

Quench pressures can be interpreted as quench depths by

applying an appropriate depth-pressure gradient. As Tg choice

makes negligible difference to the estimated quench pressures,

for this we use pressures calculated assuming Tg = 800°C. We

consider three eruption scenarios (Figure 9). In the first scenario,

we assume that the Od-1 tephra quenched in a submarine plume

erupted from a vent at an unknown water depth. Quench

pressures are therefore converted to equivalent depths below

sea level assuming a hydrostatic pressure gradient with seawater

density of 1,025 kg/m3. Doing so gives a quench depth range of

56–633 m b.s.l., with the interquartile range lying between 94 and

216 m b.s.l. (Figure 9A). To consider how these apparent quench

depths compare to the water depth of the Oomurodashi edifice at

the time of eruption, we use a region-specific model of past sea

level rise that accounts for both global change in ice equivalent

volume and local tectonic processes affecting relative sea level

(McIntosh et al., 2022) (Figure 10). This sea level curve adapts the

global sea level curve of Lambeck et al. (2014) for the average

uplift of 0.86 mm/yr calculated for the Tokai region as a result of

the active collision of the Izu-Bonin arc with mainland Japan

(Okuno et al., 2014). This sea level curve successfully reproduces

the magnitude and timing of the late Holocene high stand

observed in the region (Fujii and Fuji, 1967; Umitsu, 1991)

and gives a low stand of ~120 m below current sea level at the

time of the Last Glacial Maximum, which corresponds to the

current depth of the flat Oomurodashi summit that is thought to

have been produced by wave planation at that time.

The hydrostatic pressure gradient is only applicable between

the sea surface and the eruptive vent. According to the region-

specific model of past sea level, at 13.5 ka the flat summit of

Oomurodashi would have been 55 m b.s.l. (i.e., sea level was 65 m

lower than today). This is roughly equal to the shallowest

apparent quench depth of 56 m b.s.l.; however, a deeper

FIGURE 10
Model of late Quaternary sea level rise in Oomurodashi area.
Model adapts global sea level curve of Lambeck et al. (2014) for the
average uplift of 0.86 mm/yr of the Tokai region resulting from
ongoing collision of Izu-Bonin arc with mainland Japan
(Okuno et al., 2014); sea level curve is shown in blue. Light blue
derives from error on original curve. Unadjusted (Lambeck et al.,
2014) model shown in grey for comparison. 13.5 ka age of Od-1
tephra is indicated by arrow.
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eruptive vent would be necessary to explain the rest of the data if

all the tephra quenched in water. The floor of the Oomuro Hole

crater today is ~80 m below the flat summit; if the same size

crater existed when the Od-1 tephra was erupted its floor would

be 134 m b.s.l., which is still too shallow to explain 60% of the

apparent tephra quench depths. The presence of a lava knoll

elsewhere on the flat summit with estimated eruption age

~7–10 ka indicates that not all of Oomurodashi’s late

Quaternary eruptions have been confined to the Oomuro

Hole crater (McIntosh et al., 2022). However, ROV surveys

and bathymetry (Figure 2) did not identify any other potential

eruptive vents, particularly not in water depths great enough to

explain the apparent quench depths of the majority of the tephra.

Instead, we conclude that a purely hydrostatic gradient cannot

explain the observed volatile contents of the Od-1 tephra.

In the second and third quench depth scenarios we therefore

consider a hybrid hydro-litho/magmastatic pressure gradient.

Hydrostatic pressure applies until the water depth of the vent,

after which a lithostatic or magmastatic pressure gradient applies

within the shallow edifice or upper magma conduit. McIntosh

et al. (2022) proposed that the subaerial O58 and O3T deposits

on Izu-Oshima and Toshima islands were formed by a shallow

phreatomagmatic eruption that created the Oomuro Hole crater

within the flat summit, and based on the geochemical and

stratigraphic correlation of the deposits we consider the

possibility that the Od-1 tephra results from the same crater-

forming eruption. In the second scenario (Figure 9B) we

therefore consider the case where the crater has not yet

formed (i.e., the litho/magmastatic gradient applies from the

depth of the flat summit at 55 m b.s.l.), while in the third scenario

(Figure 9C) we consider the case where a crater of 80 m depth

had already formed (i.e., the litho/magmatic gradient applies

from 134 m b.s.l.). For the portion within the upper edifice/

conduit we use a density of 2,300 kg/m3 to approximate either

a conduit filled with vesicular magma, a coherent edifice

constructed of similarly vesicular volcanic products, or a

maar-type vent filled with unconsolidated volcaniclastic debris.

Applying the second scenario, the tephra quench pressures

would indicate that all Od-1 grains quenched within the shallow

Oomurodashi edifice, rather than in the overlying water column

(Figure 9B). Three-quarters of the grains would have quenched in

the upper 80 m of the edifice, i.e., within the depth of the crater

observed today. Applying the third scenario, in which the crater

already existed, ~40% of grains would quench in the water

column within the crater and the rest in the shallow conduit

within ~200 m of the crater floor (Figure 9C).

4.6 Consideration of disequilibrium
degassing

The above calculations assume the case of equilibrium

degassing, in which the rate of H2O diffusion into bubbles in

response to decompression as magma ascends is sufficiently fast

to maintain melt H2Ot contents in equilibrium with the ambient

pressure. If instead disequilibrium degassing conditions applied,

the melt would become oversaturated with H2Ot with respect to

the ambient pressure so the actual quench pressure, hence depth,

would be shallower than calculated. Disequilibrium degassing

may occur when inter-bubble distances are too large to enable

efficient degassing and/or when magma ascent is particularly

rapid (e.g., Sparks, 1978; Mangan et al., 2004; Gonnermann and

Manga, 2007). The vesicular pumiceous Od-1 tephra type would

not be affected by degassing limited by inter-bubble distances.

The denser tephra type is less vesicular than the pumiceous type

but does still contain bubbles (Figure 4), and the fact that the OH

contents of both tephra types overlap (Figure 7) therefore

suggests that volatile exsolution was not limited by inter-

bubble spacing. Magma ascent rate for the eruption is

unknown, but there is no reason to assume that it was

particularly rapid. The proposed mechanism of a

phreatomagmatic eruption (McIntosh et al., 2022) may in fact

be favored by slow to moderate magma ascent rates compatible

with equilibrium degassing conditions, because these ascent rates

provide better opportunities for the necessary magma-water

interaction (Aravena et al., 2018).

The degree to which disequilibrium degassing and related

volatile oversaturation may occur during eruptions is a

significant topic of research. Disequilibrium degassing

processes have been replicated in laboratory experiments, but

these typically emulate conditions at high pressure in the deep

conduit where bubble nucleation conditions can be a controlling

factor (e.g., Mangan et al., 2004). At lower pressures, these

experiments tend to show that increasingly rapid

decompression rates are required to maintain volatile

oversaturation and disequilibrium degassing processes (e.g.,

Burgisser and Gardner, 2004). Literature data for matrix glass

volatile contents of pyroclastic deposits are sparse, in large part

because secondary hydration alters the bulk H2Ot content of such

samples (Giachetti and Gonnermann, 2013). Although

numerical modelling of conduit processes has suggested that

explosive eruptions may exhibit disequilibrium degassing and

volatile oversaturation of as much as 1 wt% at the point of melt

fragmentation (e.g., Proussevitch and Sahagian, 2005), studies of

explosive eruption deposits that have been able to exclude effects

of secondary hydration suggest that many pyroclasts appear to

have degassed most of their magmatic volatiles prior to quench.

For example, unhydrated pumice from the climactic phase of the

1991 CE Pinatubo eruption had 0.3 wt% H2Ot (Gerlach et al.,

1996), and the 2011-12 eruption of Cordon Caulle, Chile,

produced pumice with 0.1–0.3 wt% H2Ot during its Plinian

phase (Castro et al., 2014) and pumiceous ash with 0.14 wt%

H2Ot during subsequent ash jetting and Vulcanian activity

(Schipper et al., 2013). Meanwhile, the ‘driest’ (i.e., least

affected by syn-eruptive hydration) tephra from the

2009 Redoubt eruption had 0.46 wt% H2Ot (Hudak et al.,
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2021), and pumice from the 1060 CE eruption of Glass

Mountain, California, appears to have contained ~0.2–0.5 wt%

H2Ot upon eruption after correcting for the effects of secondary

hydration (Giachetti et al., 2020, 2015). Excitingly, the new

application of imaging FTIR for thin and/or vesicular glasses,

combined with the species-dependent ε3500 method necessary

for analyzing hydrated glasses, now makes it easier to assess the

magmatic volatile contents of matrix glasses, without the need to

correct bulk H2Ot measurements for crystal contents (e.g., Hudak

et al., 2021) or assume sample porosity and diffusivity parameters

in hydration modelling (e.g., Giachetti et al., 2015; Seligman et al.,

2016). This will assist in comprehensive assessment of the likely

degree of volatile oversaturation and/or pressures of

fragmentation and quench for pyroclasts from a wide range of

eruption styles and intensities. For now, we can say that for the

Od-1 tephra there is no reason to assume disequilibrium

degassing conditions and that the volatile data are consistent

with fragmentation and quench within the shallow edifice, with

the additional possibility that some quenched within the water

column during or after formation of a shallow crater like

Oomuro Hole.

4.7 Implications for eruption style

The combination of tephra characteristics and volatile

contents and their similarities with those of the O58 and O3T

subaerial tephras support the interpretation that the Od-1 tephra

records the same phreatomagmatic eruption that formed the

Oomuro Hole crater. The pumiceous tephra type may record

primary degassing and magma shearing processes within the

conduit during ascent, yet the relatively low vesicularity of the

dense blocky tephra type indicates that bubble overpressure-

driven fragmentation of magma did not dominate. Instead, their

blocky shapes and frequent occurrence of brittle step-like

fractures on outer surfaces (Figure 4) are key characteristics of

brittle quench fragmentation indicative of magma-water

interaction (e.g., Büttner et al., 1999; Büttner et al., 2002;

Dellino et al., 2012; Fuller et al., 2018). Such particles were

also observed in the subaerial tephras (McIntosh et al., 2022).

The subaerial tephras also contained particles that were

aggregates of very fine ash grains, which are also potentially

indicative of phreatomagmatic processes. Such particle

aggregates were not found in the Od-1 tephra; however, this

is not unexpected since ash aggregates will rapidly disintegrate

when dropped in water and are almost never found in deep sea

tephra (Freundt et al., 2021).

The OH contents of the Od-1 tephra have been shown to be

consistent with quench fragmentation within the shallow

volcanic edifice at depths related to formation of the Oomuro

Hole crater, possibly transitioning into some grains quenching

within the water-filled crater as it formed. As in McIntosh et al.

(2022), we consider whether this phreatomagmatic eruption was

the result of maar-type explosions within a partly infilled vent, or

of a more sustained eruption style incorporating shallowmagma-

water interaction in a magma-filled conduit. The morphology of

the Oomuro Hole crater, which is excavated into Oomurodashi’s

flat summit without any significant accumulation of pyroclastic

material around the rim to form a pyroclastic cone feature

(Figure 2), is consistent with typical maar crater morphology

(e.g., White and Ross, 2011; Palladino et al., 2015). Although

maar-type and diatreme phreatomagmatic explosions can occur

at a large range of conduit depths, the relatively shallow quench

depths interpreted for both the subaerial and submarine tephra

deposits are consistent with the shallow depths necessary for such

explosions to produce surface ejection of tephra (e.g., Graettinger

et al., 2014; Sweeney and Valentine, 2015). Another

consideration is that maar-type eruptions typically produce

lithic-rich deposits (e.g., White and Ross, 2011). The subaerial

O58 deposit on Izu-Oshima contains cm-size angular lava

fragments at its base interpreted to derive from the excavation

of the Oomuro Hole crater, which ROV surveys show cross-cuts

at least one vesicular rhyolite lava (McIntosh et al., 2022). These

volcanic lithics highlight that it can be difficult to distinguish

juvenile and lithic material for phreatomagmatic explosions

occurring in shallow volcanic edifices (e.g., White and

Houghton, 2006). It is possible that some of the rarer tephra

types in the Od-1 deposit, such as microlite-rich grains or grains

with small but distorted, possibly collapsing bubbles (Figure 4),

may in fact be lithics derived from fragmentation of previously

erupted material comprising the shallow edifice. However, lithics

were only confirmed at the base of the O58 deposit, rather than

occurring repeatedly throughout the layer as might be expected if

it resulted from repeated, discrete explosions excavating the

Oomuro Hole crater. Moreover, maar-type eruptions typically

do not create widely-dispersed deposits. For example, the

1977 Ukinrek Maars eruption in Alaska dispersed fine ash to

160 km but significant tephra accumulation was restricted to

within 3 km of the vent (Kienle et al., 1980; Self et al., 1980);

similarly, the deposits of the ~1 ka BP eruption of NejapaMaar in

Nicaragua thin to 1 m thickness within 3 km of the vent (Rausch

and Schmincke, 2010). The O58 and O3T tephras already

indicated fallout at ~15–20 km from Oomuro Hole, which the

Od-1 tephra now extends to ~45 km. Submarine tephra deposits

can be formed or remobilized by density currents moving down

the submarine edifice (e.g., Kano et al., 1996; Freundt et al., 2021),

but the presence of a submarine canyon between Oomurodashi

and the C9010E drillsite suggests that the Od-1 tephra instead

records fallout from a subaerial plume. Accordingly, we suggest

that the 13.5 ka eruption is more likely to have been, or to have

transitioned to, a phreatomagmatic eruption involving magma-

water interaction in the shallow conduit that was powerful

enough to create a sustained subaerial plume, akin to the

2010 “pulsating” eruption of Eyjafjallajokull, Iceland (Dellino

et al., 2012; Dürig et al., 2015). The C9010E core is ultimately only

one point from within the full dispersal area of the submarine
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tephra deposit. It is hoped that future drilling and coring of

marine sediments in the northern Izu-Bonin may recover more

samples of this and potentially other Oomurodashi eruption

deposits, enabling detailed assessment of eruption magnitude

and processes of tephra transport and deposition.

Such information is also important for assessing likely

hazards of future eruptions of Oomurodashi. Due to

Holocene sea level rise, the Oomuro Hole crater is now

65 m deeper than at the time of the 13.5 ka eruption

(Figure 10). Despite this slightly increased hydrostatic

pressure at the vent, it is likely that a similar magnitude

phreatomagmatic eruption from the Oomuro Hole crater

could create surface hazards including subaerial fallout,

explosive blasts, and potentially related tsunami activity

such as those observed during the 1952-3 Myojin-sho

eruption (Morimoto and Ossaka, 1955; Fiske et al., 1998)

and recent 2022 Hunga Tonga—Hunga Ha’apai eruption.

Submarine pumice deposits observed during ROV surveys

(Tani et al., 2013; McIntosh et al., 2022) raise the possibility

of larger magnitude eruptions as well. A major question

remains whether Oomurodashi has produced pumice rafts

such as those from the 1924 Iriomote (Kazuo Seki, 1927)

and 1986 and 2021 Fukutoku-Oka-no-Ba eruptions (Kato,

1988; Oikawa, 2021) and, if so, whether it may produce

them again in the future. Floating pumice rafts may

ultimately be dispersed several thousand kilometers from

their source vents before sinking or being stranded along

coastlines (e.g., Frick and Kent, 1984; Bryan et al., 2012). It

is an active topic of research to determine if evidence of pumice

rafts is preserved and identifiable within the local marine

geological record. As well as efforts to geochemically

fingerprint stranded pumice in coastal deposits (e.g., Bryan,

1971; Shiraishi et al., 1992; Ward and Little, 2000), it may be

important to also target isolated pumice clasts in marine

sediment cores that may represent ‘drop stones’ from widely

dispersed pumice rafts (e.g., Pattan et al., 2008). Through

increasingly sophisticated comparisons of geochemical data

using expanding tephra databases, innovative statistics and

machine learning approaches (e.g., Iwamori et al., 2017; Bolton

et al., 2020), such innocuous isolated pumice clasts may be key

to identifying pumice raft-forming events at volcanoes far from

the location of the marine sedimentary core itself, while FTIR

volatile analysis of their matrix glasses will provide insights

into the degassing and eruption processes related to their

formation.

5 Conclusion

Thematrix glass volatile contents and physical characteristics

of the Od-1 tephra layer in the C9010E marine sediment core

support the interpretation that it was produced by the same

13.5 ka shallow phreatomagmatic eruption that formed the

Oomuro Hole crater and produced the subaerial O58 and

O3T tephra layers on Izu-Oshima and Toshima islands.

Although all tephra grains were affected by low temperature

secondary hydration and alteration of original magmatic H2O

contents, with the extent of hydration controlled by grain size

and porosity characteristics, we show that OH contents can be

successfully quantified by imaging FTIR analysis and used to

interpret degassing and eruption processes of hydrated volcanic

glasses. FTIR data also show potential for use as a method of

estimating eruption ages of marine tephra, via numerical

modelling of low temperature hydration. FTIR volatile data

therefore offer a new way of identifying and correlating

marine tephra deposits and investigating the eruption

processes that generated them. Moreover, the increasing

application of imaging FTIR volatile analysis to vesicular

lavas, pyroclasts, and tephra will enable comprehensive

assessment of issues related to shallow conduit degassing

processes for different eruption conditions, such as depths of

quench fragmentation or degree of disequilibrium degassing-

induced volatile oversaturation, that will improve our

understanding of eruption processes for both submarine and

subaerial volcanoes.
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